Who we are:
Blue Moon is a complete landscape design and maintenance firm offering our clients
the benefit and convenience of working with a single contractor for all their landscape
desires. We are trusted by hundreds of customers across UAE since 2015. This has
earned us the reputation of one of premier residential and commercial landscaping
companies in Dubai.

We are expert in Following:














Irrigation Network & Systems
Wooden works Gazebo
Wooden flooring
Garden maintenance
Seasonal flowering
Palm trees
lawn
Planting
Water features
Patio
Ground covers
Complete range of Indoor/outdoor plants
Ornamental tree

Garden maintenance:

Garden maintenance consists of following step:
 Lawn moving with removel of the waste to the dump.
 Aeration and seasonal lawn fertilizer weeds removel.
 Removel of dry and diseased branches, shaping and pruning plants.

 Collecting leaves in autumn and
removel of the waste to the dump.
 Plant fertilization, plants protection
with chemicals and other means,
fountain maintenance.

Maintaining of plants in the
interior consists of the
following steps:
 Aeration and addition of substrate.
Fertilization of plants.
 Removal of dry leaves.
Watering and spraying.

Irrigation systems:
Irrigation is best known as the artificial
application of Water to land or soil. It’s
typically used to help grow agriculture
crops and re-vegetating soil in dry areas.
People use landscape irrigation system to disperse water. On and round their yards,
mainly for the Purpose of keeping Shrubby, grass and flowers Green and healthy.

Indoor and outdoor plants:

We keep ferns in the bathroom, begonias in the study, a dwarf citrus in the bedroom,
pots of rosemary in the kitchen, and seedlings in the basement. Today there are so
many interesting plants that can be grown indoors that there's simply no reason for a
gardener not to be surrounded by plants all year-round.

Seasonal flowering:
Some plants in our garden are like old friends - a familiar sight that always cheers us up. We
tend to ignore and neglect them when the petunias, geraniums and other winter flowers are in
bloom, but it is the hardy perennials that define the character of a garden and keep it looking
green and colorful in every season.

.

Water features:

Ponds, fountains, and waterfalls are all at home in a Residential garden. Infinitely
customizable, these features can be large or small and intricate or simple in design.
Create a unique water garden and enjoy a host of Backyard benefits.

Gazebo and wooden work:

A gazebo is a free standing, open garden structure, sometimes hexagonal or octagonal
in shape, with a roof. Most gazebos are constructed of wood or metal and have built-in
seating inside the sheltered area. To add a sence of enclose and privacy, latticework or
outdoor curtains or drapes are sometimes used.

Our Vision, mission and commitments:
Innovation:
We believe in
. Continuous Research

Apply best practice
Newway
products
andwork:
The
how we
Technology for efficient
Projects.
Growth:
Aim to be industry leader
In providing quality service
And Sustainable growth.

Vision:
Blue moon landscape &
Gardens Vision is to keep your
Landscape as beautiful as nature
Intended to
be.
Integrity:
Maintaining ethical, respectful and
Professional conduct through all of
Our Business.
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